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duces  highly durable high-g y, 2K polyurethanes, powder coatings.

Designed to be applied directly over two-component coatings.  
 
 

 
 

cement, exposed-aggregate teak wood  

NANO-CLEAR 

 
 

 
 

Recommended Wet Film Thickness: 6 mil 
(7H w/NCIM Matte Additive)  
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Nano-Clear NCIF Easy Clean Coating is a one component (1K), humidity cured, densely cross-linked, polyurethane / 
polyurea hybrid nano-coating. NCIF is manufactured using proprietary 3D nano-structured polymers producing 
extreme crosslink density. NCIF has low surface energy to significantly reduce surface cleaning and repel water, 
ice, dirt and algae with a water contact angle of 120°. 

NCIF is the only industrial coating in the marketplace to extend the service life of painted assets by 10+ years. NCIF is 
designed to dramatically improve corrosion, scratch, abrasion, chemical, and UV resistance and reduce cleaning by 
50%. NCIF is also designed to be used in combination with NCIM Matting Additive to produce Nano-Clear SuperCARC.
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Fleet Vehicles. Exposed-Aggregate, Painted 
B griculture Equipment...



Full Cure:

 
 

 
 

*
*
* Nano-Clear NCA Accelerator may be added to NCI @ 1-2% by weight to reduce dust-free and tack-free time.

333 2.00 31  2.00  (3 wet coats @ 2.00 mils each wet coat = 6.00 mil wet total).
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Newly -on-Wet  Application
 

 (typically 3-6 hours)

In-Service Paint
a two-component epoxy or polyurethane  

Surface must be sanded with 400 grit orbital sander, then  , then
-  Surface is ready to be spray apply or roll Nano-Clear NCI using the application instructions below. 
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 (6 mil wet film build total)  
2.00 to 

Wet-on-Wet technique (HVLP spray gun)
3 4  

 
 

8  Full Cure:
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* Nano-Clear NCIM Matting Additive may be added to NCI @ 10-27% by weight to reduce gloss and improve abrasion.
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 also roll-on or wipe-on technique using a 9 inch Shur-Line Deck Pad.
evening 

 fan, when applying 2 wet coats @ 3 mil each wet coat (6 mil wet total)

415, 5 5 or 815  
 

 (3.63 kg)

 (3.8L)  (19L)  (208L)

1  lbs (3.63 kg),  lbs (18.14 kg),  lbs (200 kg)

TRANSPORTATION, & SHELF-LIFE

Nano-Clear NCI

 

Orbital Sand Use , then 2500  
Use h  

 
High Gloss e

Transportation: Min. 40°F (4°C) and Max. 86°F (30°C) for short periods.

Storage & Shelf-Life: Un-opened Container: 
40°F (4°C) Minimum: 12 month
72°F (22°C) Max: 12 month
80°F (27°C) Max: 6 month
90°F (38°C) Max: 2 month 

Storage & Shelf-Life: Opened* Container: 
80°F (27°C) Max: 2 months
*Opened is defined as cap is opened-and-closed immediately after pouring contents to avoid solvent evaporation / contamination.
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